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After the riveting events of Once Dead, Jack â€œRipperâ€• Gregory remains host to a homicidal

alien bound to his soul. Now Jack has been hired for a suicide mission: journey to South America

and rescue an imprisoned shaman. One problem...both the National Security Agency and a gang of

neo-fascists are hot on his trail.Neither group plans to let Jack live.At stake is the immeasurably

powerful Sun Staff, an ancient alien artifact that in the wrong hands will alter the course of human

history. With the clock ticking, Jack must find and rescue the shaman before sinister forces get to

him first. When Jack comes face-to-face with his equalâ€”a stunningly beautiful NSA agentâ€”he

wonders if he can still pull the trigger and save his mission...even if the decision costs him his very

soul.From bestselling author Richard Phillips comes a globe-spanning sci-fi thriller series with a

twist...culminating in the cataclysmic events that set the stage for the Rho Agenda.
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Jack Gregory, aka the Ripper, was on his deathbed when an alien Mindworm presented to him a

deal he could not refuse. In return for giving the Mindworm a symbiotic relationship, a place in



Jack's mind in which to experience human emotions, it would restore Jack's health as well as give

him certain instincts to excel as a quasi military/espionage agent. Instincts such as advance

warnings of danger, of where opponents might hit, and of getting himself in the enter of Earth

Shattering events. You see this Mindworm thrived on adrenaline, thrived on danger, and if Jack

wasn't in the center of problems, the Mindworm would ensure that he would be.This is the second

book in the series. The first book we found out how Jack got that way. This second book continues

his story. He is aware that the Mindworm is watching. The Mindworm is wondering why it hasn't

been able to excerpt more control over Jack's mind. The Book also continues Jack's relationship

with Janet Price, an NSA agent. I won't tell you the story, I'll just say that this is another great

adventure in Richard Phillips' RHO series. The story is fast, there's a lot of action, and like the first

book, lots of violence and death. And the team of Jack/Janet joins other well known action

adventure teams of the past.I highly recommend it, with the caveat that you read the first book in the

RHO Agenda Inception Series first, before reading this book. Even though they are stand alone

novels, understanding Jack's backstory will help you understand this novel much, much more. For

me, I'm going on to reading the third book in this series next. A read I'm looking forward to as I have

Jack/Janet on my mind.

I started reading this series after getting a recommendation from BookBub for "The second ship". I

love any science fiction type of book and thought I would give it a chance! Boy, am I glad I did! That

book started out a little slow and seemed more for young adults but I continued because of the

AMAZING WRITING and storyline! After reading the three books associated with "The Second

Ship" I went back and bought the books that told Jack's story! Anyone that loves science fiction

should read this series! It has AWESOME WRITING and a storyline that is unique and keeps your

attention with its amazing twists and turns in a way you can never predict! Richard Phillips is a

MASTER STORYTELLER that knows how to tell an amazing story with his knowledge of computers

the government intelligence agencies and self defense in a way to keep you reading WAY into the

night!

Much, much better. The supernatural aspect of JackÃ¢Â€Â™s personality is well developed and the

reader doesnÃ¢Â€Â™t have to invent or imagine much beyond what is written by the author. The

author describes the internal struggle between the homicidal alien and Jack. Given a particular

situation, Jack attempts to impose objective thought while the homicidal alien attempts to unleash

JackÃ¢Â€Â™s emotions and rage.The Incan artifact (treasure) hunt theme is similar to those in the



books by either Steve Berry or Clive CusslerÃ¢Â€Â™s Sam & Remi Fargo series. JackÃ¢Â€Â™s

mission objective may be at odds with the NSA. Enter Janet Price. Two others have mission

objectives that may be at odds with both Janet and Jack. The author weaves the four individual

mission objectives and the related conflicts into an excellent fast paced thriller. The integration is

well done and the reader is not left to flounder about and/or get lost between the characters and the

action of the story.Jack and Janet both now work for the NSA. All that remains is an answer to the

why the homicidal alien is trying to exert control over Jack? I recommend this book for the

development of JackÃ¢Â€Â™s and the homicidal alienÃ¢Â€Â™s struggle for Jack. Potential Spoiler

Alert; I donÃ¢Â€Â™t think we have seen the last of the Sun Staff. Both Jack and the homicidal alien

have a desire to obtain the Sun Staff.

The book was interesting, fast and action packed. There were some things I did not care much

about, like repeated situations (with the first book) and some feeling of "this is the book in the middle

so nothing goes really on"... There are some reiterated situations like "the blow crushing the wind

pipe", the "moving anticipating his opponent"... these go on and on in the first two books (Of The

Rho Agenda : Inception) and also in the other three books (yes, I have read them all).The author

goes about explaining (again) what is going on in the head of Jack Gregory, which, if you read the

other books you kind of know by now.[Spoiler alert][ok, you've asked for it]: The whole situation of

Jack going in with Janet, in tandem, with a whole-lotta-ammo and a "special-secret" weapon, to kill

a bunch of bad guys is just like in the first book.I have already bought the third one of the Inception

series though. :) Really looking forward to it.

I purchased all eight of the books that were already released and pre-ordered the last book on

August 2nd. I finished all nine books on August 17th. That is just a little under two days per book.

Back in the days before cable tv or the internet, it was not unusual for me to read a book in a day or

two. It is very unusual now since I have so much else going on. Add to that the fact that time itself is

speeding up with where Gaia is headed.I am sad to see them end. I wish for movies of them but I

think they would have to be animated since real actors would probably age out of their role, there is

just so much to cover.I highly recommend all of them. I read them in date order since at the time of

purchase, I did not know the author recommended chronological order. Still very enjoyable.

I really enjoyed all of the first three RHO series and this book is a well-crafted addition to the trilogy.

Jack is a great main character and it is easy to see how his unique personality and attributes can be



readily adapted to even more new books. I look forward to reading more.
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